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WFDF Elections 2012 – candidate

Name of candidate: Ryan Scott
Position sought: Chair Guts Committee
Home city/country: Lansing, MI (USA)
Email Address: rymac1010@yahoo.com
Nomination endorsed by: United States Guts Players Association (USA)

Candidate Statement
My main priorities are: unified rules, start-up program kits for federations and to help Guts grow in as many new countries as possible.

I believe Guts is an important part of the WFDF and it's rich history in SOTG. I aim to keep SOTG an important part of WFDF values.

One of my short term goals is to: create a kids game with a "dodgebee" (foam Frisbee) using Guts rules. Although kids can play regular Guts without any perceived violence or injury, the Guts community realizes it is hard to introduce Guts into primary schools because of this preconceived notion.

So, if any federation is interested is I will e-mail details once we come up with them.

Another goal is to introduce 3-5 new countries by 2014 in hopes of the WUGC being right around the corner so that countries can not just play and have fun but to also compete and maybe maybe medal for their country.

Please consider me for the Guts Committee Chairperson.

Any questions or comments can be directed to rymac1010@yahoo.com.

Ryan Scott